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MATERIAL HANDLING

Sistem Produksi

2

Material Handling



The art and science of moving, storing, protecting, and
controlling material.
Providing
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Material Handling
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Handling
Storage
Controlling material
data capture

Right amount
Right material
Right condition
Right place
Right position
Right sequence
Right cost
Right method

4
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Material Handling

Material-handling system: integrated system involving such
activities as handling, storing and controlling material.
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Material Handling

(The Material Handling Industry of America) The
movement, storage, protection and control of materials
throughout the manufacturing and distribution process
including their consumption and disposal
Material handling is the function of moving the right
material to the right place in the right time, in the right
amount, in sequence, and in the right condition to
minimize production cost.



Production System





To move raw material, working process, finish parts, tools
and supplies from one location to another (to facilitate the
over all operation of manufacturing)



Material transport system
Storage system
Automation identification &

Production System
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6

Consists of: Movement of materials from sources of supply, all
intra-plant handling & distribution of finished goods customers .

Production System
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Material Handling

Material Handling: Objectives

Handling of materials must be performed











Reduce Unit Material Handling Cost



Safely
Efficiently
At low cost
In a timely manner
Accurately (the right materials in the right quantities to the
right locations)
And without damage to the materials







Reduce Production Time
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Material Handling: Objectives






Minimize Delays of Machine Operations
Maintain Uniform, Appropriate Movement of Material
Use Automatic Processing When Appropriate
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Material Handling: Objectives

Reduce Overhead



Eliminate Unnecessary Handling
Handle Material in Batch Lots
Minimize Required Handling Time
Replace Handling Equipment as Appropriate



Minimize Non-Productive Labour
Prevent and Reduce Damage to Materials
Coordinate All Material Handling Systems
Maintain or Improve Product Quality
Control Inventory

Prevent Accidents






Reduce Physical Load Required
Insure Handling Equipment is Safe
Promote safety and improve working conditions

Improve Employee Morale


Provide Proper Relationship Between Employee & Work

Conserve Floor Space







Avoid Excessive Stock Storage
Move Materials in a Position to Save Space
Use Equipment Requiring No Floor Space
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Material Handling: Objectives
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Material Should Flow In A Straight Line
Use Gravity! It Is Free Power
Move More Material At One Time
Mechanize Material Handling
Automate Material Handling
Promote Increased Use Of Facilities

Production System
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Material Handling: Benefit

Promote Productivity
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Increase capacity
Improve working conditions
Improve customer services
Increase equipment and space utility
Reduce Costs

12
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Material Handling Equipment


Material transport equipment




Overview of Material Handling
Equipment



Storage systems
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to move materials inside a factory, warehouse, or other facility
industrial trucks, Automated Guided vehicles (AGVs),
monorails (and other rail guided vehicles), conveyors, cranes
and hoists
to store materials and provide access to those materials when
required
bulk storage, rack systems, shelving and bins, drawer storage,
automated storage systems

14
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Material Handling Equipment


Unitizing equipment





refers to (1) containers to hold materials, and (2) equipment
used to load and package the containers
Pallets, boxes, baskets, barrels, pails, and drums; palletizers,
depalletizers
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to identify and keep track of the materials being moved and
stored
Bar codes, magnetic stripes, radio frequency tags

Production System
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Factors that influence the design


Considerations in Material
Handling System Design

Identification and tracking systems

Material characteristics
Flow rate, routing, and scheduling
Plant layout
Unit load principle

Production System

Category
Physical state
Size
Weight

16/10/2017
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Material Characteristics

Shape
Condition
Risk of damage
Safety risk

17
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Measures
Solid, liquid, or gas
Volume; length, width, height
Weight per piece, weight per unit
volume
Long and flat, bulky, round, square, etc.
Hot, cold, wet, dirty, sticky
Fragile, brittle, sturdy
Explosive, flammable, toxic, corrosive,
etc.
Production System

16/10/2017

3
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Flow rate, routing, and scheduling


Flow rate  amount of material moved per unit time








Examples: pieces/hr, pallet loads/hr, tons/hr
Whether the material must be moved in individual units, as
batches, or continuously (pipe line)
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Locations where materials must be picked up (load stations)
Locations where materials must be delivered (unload stations)
Possible routes between these locations
Distances that must be travelled to move materials
Flow patterns, opportunities to combine deliveries, possible places
where congestion might occur
Total area of the facility and areas within specific departments in the
layout
Arrangement of equipment in the layout

21
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Powered trucks
Unit load AGV

20

Long

Move Distance

Production System
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Layout Type

Characteristics

Typical MH Equipment

Fixed – position

Large product size, low
production rate

Cranes, hoists, industrial
trucks

Process

Variation in product and
processing, low and medium
production rates

Hand trucks, forklift
trucks, AGVs

Product

Limited product variety, high
production rate

Conveyors for product
flow, trucks to deliver
components to stations.

22



Equipment: Conveyors, Elevators, Lifts, Pipes/Tubes
Advantages:


Manual handling
Hand trucks

Production System
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Plant layout: Path

Fixed Path


Conveyors
AGV train

Short
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Plant layout: Path


Conveyors

Plant layout: layout type

In the case of a new facility, the design of handling system
should be considered as part of the layout design
The layout should provide the following information for use in
the design of the handling system:


Low
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Plant layout: layout type



High

Prompt delivery when required
Use of buffer stocks to mitigate against late deliveries

19



Quantity of
material
moved

Routing  pick-up and drop-off locations, move
distances, routing variations, conditions along the route
(surface, traffic, elevation)
Scheduling - timing of each individual delivery




Flow rate, routing, and scheduling

More economical if large volume of material moved to same place
One power supply to drive entire “belt” – more economical
Reduction in need for lot identification tags
Can be used to pace the workers

Limited Area (Semi-Fixed Path)





Equipment: cranes, trucks
Advantages: Can cover a wider area
Disadvantages: Still limited to area covered

Disadvantages: Less economical if material follows diverse
paths

Production System
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Plant layout: Path

Unit Load Principle (unitizing)

Wide Area (Variable Path)











In general, the unit load should be as large as practical for
the material handling system that will move and store it

Equipment:
Manual: trucks 2-wheel, trucks 4-wheel, lift truck, dolly
Powered: power lift truck, forklift truck, multiple trailer, yard truck,
over-the-road truck, rail, portable conveyor

Advantages: flexible
Disadvantages: must have portable power supply with each
piece of equipment





Reasons for using unit loads in material handling:
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A unit load is the mass that is to be moved or otherwise
handled at one time
Multiple items handled simultaneously
Required number of trips is reduced
Loading/unloading times are reduced
Product damage is decreased
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Unit Load Containers

The 10 Principles of Material
Handling

Wooden pallet
Pallet box
Tote box

a)
b)
c)
27
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The 10 Principles of Material Handling











Planning Principle
Standardization Principle
Work Principle
Ergonomic Principle
Unit Load Principle
Space Utilization Principle
System Principle
Automation Principle
Environmental Principle
Life Cycle Cost Principle
29
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Planning Principle


Production System

Production System

All material handling should be the result of a deliberate
plan where the needs, performance objectives and
functional specification of the proposed methods are
completely defined at the outset
Definition: A plan is a prescribed course of action that is
defined in advance of implementation. In its simplest
form a material handing plan defines the material (what)
and the moves (when and where); together they define
the method (how and who).

30
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Planning Principle : Key Points








The plan should be developed in consultation between the
planner(s) and all who will use and benefit from the equipment
to be employed.
Success in planning large scale material handling projects
generally requires a team approach involving suppliers,
consultants when appropriate, and end user specialists from
management, engineering, computer and information systems,
finance and operations.
The plan should promote concurrent engineering of product,
process design, process layout, and material handling methods,
as opposed to independent and sequential design practices.
The material handling plan should reflect the strategic
objectives of the organization as well as the more immediate
needs.
31
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Standardization means less variety and customization in
the methods and equipment employed
Standardization applies to sizes of containers and other
load forming components as well as operating procedures
and equipment
The planner should select methods and equipment that
can perform a variety of tasks under a variety of
operating conditions and in anticipation of changing future
requirements
Standardization, flexibility and modularity must not be
incompatible
33
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Work Principle


Material handling work should be minimized without
sacrificing productivity or the level of service required of
the operation

34
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Work Principle : Key Points

The measure of material handling work is flow rate
(volume, weight or count per unit of time) multiplied by
the distance moved
Consider each pickup and set-down, or placing material in
and out of storage, as distinct moves and components of
the distance moved
Simplifying processes by reducing, combining, shortening
or eliminating unnecessary moves will reduce work

35

Material handling methods, equipment, controls and
software should be standardized within the limits of
achieving overall performance objectives and without
sacrificing needed flexibility , modularity and throughput

32
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Work Principle : Key Points
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Standardization Principle : Key Points


Standardization Principle

16/10/2017






Where possible, gravity should be used to move materials
or to assist in their movement while respecting
consideration of safety and the potential for product
damage
The work principle applies universally, from mechanized
material handling in a factory to over-the-road trucking
The work principle is implemented best by appropriate
layout planning: locating the production equipment into a
physical arrangement corresponding to the flow of work.
This arrangement tends to minimize the distances that
must be traveled by the materials being processed
36
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Ergonomic Principle


Ergonomic Principle : Key Points

Human capabilities and limitations must be recognized
and respected in the design of material handling tasks and
equipment to ensure safe and effective operations







37
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Unit Load Principle


38
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Unit Load Principle : Key Points




Load size and composition may change as material and
product moves through stages of manufacturing and the
resulting distribution channels.
Smaller unit loads are consistent with manufacturing
strategies that embrace operating objectives such as
flexibility, continuous flow and just-in-time delivery.
Smaller unit loads (as few as one item) yield less inprocess inventory and shorter item throughput times.

41
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Unit Load Principle : Key Points

Unit loads shall be appropriately sized and configured in a
way which achieves the material flow and inventory
objectives at each stage in the supply chain

39

Ergonomics is the science that seeks to adapt work or
working conditions to suit the abilities of the worker
The material handling workplace and the equipment
employed to assist in that work must be designed so they
are safe for people
The ergonomic principle embraces both physical and
mental tasks
Equipment should be selected that eliminates repetitive
and strenuous manual labour and which effectively
interacts with human operators and users

Production System
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A unit load is one that can be stored or moved as a single
entity at one time, such as a pallet, container or tote,
regardless of the number of individual items that make up
the load
Less effort and work is required to collect and move
many individual items as a single load than to move many
items one at a time
Large unit loads are common both pre and post
manufacturing in the form of raw materials and finished
goods

40
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Space Utilization Principle


Effective and efficient use must be made of all available
space

42
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Space Utilization Principle : Key Points





Space in material handling is three dimensional and
therefore is counted as cubic space
In storage areas, the objective of maximizing storage
density must be balanced against accessibility and
selectivity.
When transporting loads within a facility the use of
overhead space should be considered as an option. Use of
overhead material handling systems serves valuable floor
space for productive purposes.
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In any project in which automation is being considered,
pre-existing processes and methods should be simplified
and/or re-engineered before any efforts at installing
mechanized or automated systems. Such analysis may lead
to elimination of unnecessary steps in the method. If the
method can be sufficiently simplified, it may not be
necessary to automate the process.
Items that are expected to be handled automatically must
have standard shapes and/or features that permit
mechanized and/or automated handling.

47
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Automation Principle : Key Points




Material movement and storage activities should be fully
integrated to form a coordinated, operational system
which spans receiving, inspection, storage, production,
assembly, packaging, unitizing, order selection, shipping,
transportation and the handling of returns
Definition: A system is a collection of interacting and/or
interdependent entities that form a unified whole

Production System
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Automation Principle

Systems integration should encompass the entire supply chain
including reverse logistics. It should include suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors and customers.
Inventory levels should be minimized at all stages of
production and distribution while respecting considerations of
process variability and customer service.
Information flow and physical material flow should be
integrated and treated as concurrent activities.
Methods should be provided for easily identifying materials
and products, for determining their location and status within
facilities and within the supply chain and for controlling their
movement.
45
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System Principle : Key Points


System Principle

16/10/2017

Material handling operations should be mechanized
and/or automated where feasible to improve operational
efficiency, increase responsiveness, improve consistency
and predictability, decrease operating costs and to
eliminate repetitive or potentially unsafe manual labor
Definition: Automation is a technology concerned with
the application of electro-mechanical devices, electronics
and computer-based systems to operate and control
production and service activities. It suggests the linking
of multiple mechanical operations to create a system
that can be controlled by programmed instructions
46
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Automation Principle : Key Points




Interface issues are critical to successful automation,
including equipment to equipment, equipment to load,
equipment to operator, and in-control communications.
Computerized material handling systems should be
considered where appropriate for effective integration of
material flow and information management.

48
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Environmental Principle


Environmental Principle : Key Points

Environmental impact and energy consumption should be
considered as criteria when designing or selecting
alternative equipment and material handling systems
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Life Cycle Cost Principle
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Life Cycle Cost Principle : Key Points





A plan for preventive and predictive maintenance should
be prepared for the equipment, and the estimated cost of
maintenance and spare parts should be included in the
economic analysis.
A long-range plan for replacement of the equipment
when it becomes obsolete should be prepared.
Although measurable cost is a primary factor, it is
certainly not the only factor in selecting among
alternatives. Other factors of a strategic nature to the
organization and which form the basis for competition in
the market place should be considered and quantified
whenever possible.
53
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Life Cycle Cost Principle : Key Points

A thorough economic analysis should account for the
entire life cycle of all material handling equipment and
resulting systems

51

Environmental consciousness stems from a desire not to
waste natural resources and to predict and eliminate the
possible negative effects of our daily actions on the
environment
Containers, pallets and other products used to form and
protect unit loads should be designed for reusability
when possible and/or biodegradability after disposal
Materials specified as hazardous have special needs with
regard to spill protection, combustibility and other risks.

16/10/2017

Life cycle costs include all cash flows that will occur
between the time the first dollar is spent to plan or
procure a new piece of equipment, or to put in place a
new method, until that method and/or equipment is
totally replaced.
Life cycle costs include capital investment, installation,
setup and equipment programming, training, system
testing and acceptance, operating (labor, utilities, etc.),
maintenance and repair, reuse value, and ultimate disposal.

52
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The 10 Principles of Material Handling:
Benefit




Safer Operating Conditions
Lower Costs
Better utilization and performance of material handling
systems

54
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The 10 Principles of Material Handling: The
Most Important



One of the most important of the principles is the unit
load principle
In general, the unit load should be as large as practical for
the material handling system that will move and store it




A unit load is the mass that is to be moved or otherwise
handled at one time

Reasons for using unit loads in material handling:





Multiple items handled simultaneously
Required number of trips is reduced
Loading/unloading times are reduced
Product damage is decreased

55
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The 10 Principles of Material Handling: The
Most Important





Included in the definition of unit load is the container that
holds or supports the materials to be moved
These containers are standardized in size and
configuration to be compatible with the material handling
system
Pallets are probably the most widely used, owing to their
versatility, low cost, and compatibility with various types
of material handling equipment

56
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The 10 Principles of Material Handling: The
Most Important

Depth =
x Dimension
800 mm (32 in)
900 mm (36 in)
1000 mm (40 in)
1060 mm (42 in)
1200 mm (48 in)


Width =
y Dimension
1000 mm (40 in)
1200 mm (48 in)
1200 mm (48 in)
1060 mm (42 in)
1200 mm (48 in)

Material Transport Systems

Standard Pallet Sizes Commonly Used in Factories and
Warehouses
57
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Material Handling Equipment
Material Handling Features
Equipment
Industrial truck,
Low cost
manual
Low rate of
deliveries/hour
Industrial truck,
Medium cost
powered

59
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Material Handling Equipment

Typical
Application
Moving light loads in
a factory
Movement of pallet
loads and
palletized
containers in a
factory or
warehouse

Production System
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Material Handling Equipment
Material Handling Features
Equipment
Automated Guided High cost
Vehicles Systems
Battery-powered
vehicles
Flexible routing
Non-obstructive
pathways

61

Material Handling Equipment

Typical
Application
Moving pallet loads
in factory or
warehouse
Moving work inprogress along
variables routes in
low and medium
production
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Material Handling Equipment
Material Handling Features
Equipment
Monorails and other High cost
rail guided vehicles Flexible routing
On the floor or
overhead types

63

Cranes and hoists

65
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Material Handling Equipment

Moving single
assemblies, products,
or pallet loads along
variable routers in
factory or
warehouse
Moving large
quantities of items
over fixed routes in
a factory or
warehouse
16/10/2017

Material Handling Equipment

equipment
In-floor, on-the-floor,
or overhead
Mechanical power to
move loads resides
in pathway

Production System

Typical
Application

Production System

Material Handling Features
Equipment
Conveyors, powered Great variety of

62
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Material Handling Equipment

Typical
Application

Wheel Conveyor

Roller Conveyor

Moving product along
a manual assembly
line
Sortation of items in a
distribution center

Lift capacities ranging Moving large, heavy
up to more than 100 items in factories,
tons
mills, warehouses,
etc.
Production System
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Chain
Conveyor

66

Slat Conveyor
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Material Handling Equipment

Industrial Trucks

67
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Non-powered Industrial Trucks
(Hand Trucks)

Industrial Trucks
Two basic categories:
 Non-powered




Human workers push or pull loads

Powered



Self-propelled, guided or driven by human
Common example: forklift truck

Two-wheel hand truck
Four-wheel dolly
Hand-operated low-lift pallet truck

a)
b)
c)
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Powered Trucks: Walkie Truck





71
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Powered Trucks: Walkie Truck

Wheeled forks insert into
pallet openings
No provision for riding;
truck is steered by worker
using control handle at
front of vehicle
The forward speed of
walkie truck is limeted to
around 3 mil/hr (5 km/hr)

Production System
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Powered Trucks: Forklift Truck






Powered Trucks: Forklift Truck

Widely used in factories
and warehouses because
pallet loads are so
common
Capacities from 450 kg
(1000 lb) up to 4500 kg
(10,000 lb)
Power sources include onboard batteries and
internal combustion
motors
73
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Powered Trucks: Towing Tractor




75
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Powered Trucks: Towing Tractor

Designed to pull one or
more trailing carts in
factories and warehouses,
as well as for airport
baggage handling
Powered by on-board
batteries or IC engines

Production System
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Automated Guided Vehicles Systems


Automated Guided Vehicles
Systems
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An Automated Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) is a
material handling system that uses independently
operated, self-propelled vehicles guided along defined
pathways in the facility floor
The vehicles are by on-board batteries that allow many
hours of operation (8-16 hr is typical) between
recharging
A distinguishing feature of an AVGS is that the pathways
are unobtrusive

78
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Automated Guided Vehicles Systems





Appropriate where different materials are moved from
various load points to various unload points  suitable
for automating material handling in batch production and
mixed model production
Highly flexible, intelligent and versatile material-handling
systems
A very flexible solution for the problem of integrating a
new automated transportation line into an existing
transportation environment by using automatic guided
vehicle
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Clear floor space
No floor deck construction
Simple installation
High availability/reliability
Flexible performance increments
Short installation times
Simple expansion
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Destination
Path selection
Positioning
Collision avoidance

System Discipline

80
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Driverless Automated Guided Train
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Driverless Vehicle
Electric motors, battery powered
Programming capabilities




AGV Pallet Truck
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Automated Guided Vehicles Systems:
Advantages


Automated Guided Vehicles Systems

First type of AGVS to be
introduced around 1954
Common application is
moving heavy payloads
over long distances in
warehouses and factories
without intermediate
stops along the route

82
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AGV Pallet Truck

Used to move palletized
loads along predetermined
routes
Vehicle is backed into
loaded pallet by worker;
pallet is then elevated
from floor
Worker drives pallet truck
to AGV guide path and
programs destination

83
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Unit Load Carrier



Unit Load Carrier

Used to move unit loads
from station to station
Often equipped for
automatic
loading/unloading of
pallets and tote pans using
roller conveyors, moving
belts, or mechanized lift
platforms
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AGVs Applications
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Method by which AGVS pathways are defined and vehicles
are controlled to follow the pathways
Three main technologies:
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Vehicle Management
Traffic control - to minimize interference between
vehicles and prevent collisions






Forward (on-board vehicle) sensing
Zone control

Vehicle dispatching
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Dead reckoning - vehicle counts wheel turns in given direction to
move without guidance
Beacons located throughout facility - vehicle uses triangulation to
compute locations

88
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Imbedded guide wires - guide wires in the floor emit
electromagnetic signal that the vehicles follow
Paint strips - optical sensors on-board vehicles track the white
paint strips
Self-guided vehicles - vehicles use a combination of


16/10/2017

Vehicle Guidance Using Guide Wire

89
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Vehicle Guidance Technology

Driverless train operations - movement of large
quantities of material over long distances
Storage and distribution - movement of pallet loads
between shipping/receiving docks and storage racks
Assembly line operations - movement of car bodies and
major subassemblies (motors) through the assembly
stations
Flexible manufacturing systems - movement of work parts
between machine tools
Miscellaneous - mail delivery and hospital supplies

87
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On-board control panel
Remote call stations
Central computer control
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Zone Control


Vehicle Safety

Zone control to implement blocking system. Zones A, B,
and D are blocked. Zone C is free.Vehicle 2 is blocked
from entering Zone A by vehicle 1.Vehicle 3 is free to
enter Zone C.




Travel velocity of AGV is slower than typical walking
speed of human worker
Automatic stopping of vehicle if it strays from guide path
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Acquisition distance

Obstacle detection system in forward direction
Use of ultrasonic sensors common

Emergency bumper - brakes vehicle when contact is
made with forward object
Warning lights (blinking or rotating red lights)
Warning sounds of approaching vehicles
92
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Monorails and Other Rail Guided Vehicles




Monorails and Other Rail Guided
Vehicles
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Self-propelled vehicles that ride on a fixed-rail system
Vehicles operate independently and are driven by electric
motors that pick up power from an electrified rail
Fixed rail system
Overhead monorail - suspended overhead from the ceiling
On-floor - parallel fixed rails, tracks generally protrude up from
the floor

Routing variations are possible: switches, turntables, and
other special track sections
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Overhead Monorail

Conveyors

95
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Conveyors Systems

Roller Conveyor



Large family of material transport equipment designed to
move materials over fixed paths, usually in large quantities
or volumes





Non-powered







Materials moved by human workers or by gravity

Powered


Power mechanism for transporting materials is contained in
the fixed path, using chains, belts, rollers or other mechanical
devices
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Driven by a powered chain or cable that forms an endless
loop
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Chain Conveyor




Chain
Slat
In-floor towline
Overhead trolley
Power-and-free overhead trolley
Production System
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Flat belt (shown)
V-shaped for bulk materials

100

In some case, the loop forms a straight line, with a pulley at
each end  usually in an over-and-under configuration
In other conveyors, the loop has a more-complex path, with
more than two pulleys needed to define the shape of the path

Variations:


Production System

Continuous loop with
forward path to move
loads
Belt is made of reinforced
elastomer
Support slider or rollers
used to support forward
loop
Two common forms:


Conveyors Driven by Chains and Cables
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Belt Conveyor

Similar in operation to
roller conveyor but use
skate wheels instead of
rollers
Lighter weight and
unpowered
Sometimes built as
portable units that can be
used for loading and
unloading truck trailers in
shipping and receiving
99
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Skate-Wheel Conveyor




Pathway consists of a
series of rollers that are
perpendicular to direction
of travel
Loads must possess a flat
bottom to span several
rollers
Powered rollers rotate to
drive the loads forward
Un-powered roller
conveyors also available

Consist of chain loops in
an over-and-under
configuration around
powered sprockets at the
ends of the pathway
The chains travel along
channels in the floor that
provide support for the
flexible chain sections

102
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Slat Conveyor


In-Floor Tow-Line Conveyor

Uses individual platforms,
called slats, connected to a
continuously moving chain
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Overhead Trolley Conveyor
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Cart-On-Track Conveyor

A trolley is a wheeled carriage
running on an overhead track
from which loads can be
suspended
Trolleys are connected and moved
by a chain or cable that forms a
complete loop
Often used to move parts and
assemblies between major
production areas
A power-and-free overhead trolley
conveyor is similar to the
overhead trolley conveyor, except
that the trolleys are capable of
being disconnected from the drive
chain, providing this conveyor with
an asynchronous capability

105

Four-wheel carts powered
by moving chains or cables
in trenches in the floor
Carts use steel pins (or
grippers) to project below
floor level and engage the
chain (or pulley) for
towing
This allows the carts to be
disengaged from towline
for loading and unloading

16/10/2017

Carts ride on a track
above floor level
Carts are driven by a
spinning tube
Forward motion of cart is
controlled by a drive
wheel whose angle can be
changed from zero (idle)
to 45 degrees (forward)
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Powered Conveyor Operations and Features

Powered Conveyor Operations and Features

Types of motions:
 Continuous - conveyor moves at constant velocity
 Asynchronous - conveyor moves with stop-and-go
motion

Another classification of conveyors:
 Single direction
 Continuous loop
 Recirculating
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They stop at stations, move between stations
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Single-Direction Conveyor
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Continuous Loop Conveyor
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Cranes and Hoists



Handling devices for lifting, lowering and transporting
materials, often as heavy loads
Cranes


Cranes and Hoists
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Hoist


sketch of the hoist

b)

diagram to illustrate
mechanical
advantage

113

Horizontal transport
Vertical lifting and lowering
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Types of Cranes

Hoist with mechanical
advantage of four:

a)

Used for vertical lifting of materials

Cranes usually include hoists so that the crane-and-hoist
combination provides
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Used for horizontal movement of materials

Hoists
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Bridge Crane
Gantry Crane
Jib Crane

114
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Bridge Crane

115

A half-gantry crane
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Jib Crane
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Recommended Hand signals
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Analysis of
Material Transport Systems


Analysis of vehicle-based systems



Analysis of
Material Transport Systems



Conveyor analysis
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From-to charts and network diagrams
Types of systems: industrial trucks, AGVS, rail-guided vehicles,
and asynchronous conveyor operations

120

Single-direction conveyors
Closed loop conveyors
Recirculating conveyor systems
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From-To Charts and Network Diagrams



From-To Chart Showing Deliveries between
Load/Unload Stations

The chart is organized for possible material flows in both
direction between the load/unload stations in the layout
Represent various parameters of the material flow
problem:




Number of deliveries
Flow rates between locations in the layout
Travel distances between from-to locations

From
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Network Diagram Showing Deliveries between Load/Unload Stations

4
6/205
0
2/85
0
0

5
0
9/80
3/170
8/85
0

From-To Chart Showing Flow Rates, loads/hr (Value Before
the Slash Mark) and Travel Distances, m (Value After the Slash
Mark) Between Stations in a Layout
Production System

16/10/2017

Mathematical equations can be developed to describe the
operation of vehicle-based material transport systems
We assume that the vehicle operates at a constant
velocity throughout its operation and ignore effects of
acceleration, deceleration, and other speed differences
that might depend on whether the vehicle is travelling
loaded or empty or other reasons

Origination and destination (production departments between which parts are
moved or load and unload stations in a facility) points are represented by nodes
Material flows are depicted by arrows between the points
123
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


To
3
5/120
0
0
0
0

Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems



•

2
9/50
0
0
0
0
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•

1
2
3
4
5

1
0
0
0
0
0

The time for a typical delivery cycle in the operation of a
vehicle-based transport system consists of :






Loading at the pickup station
Travel time to the drop-off station
Unloading at the drop-off station
Empty travel time of the vehicle between deliveries

124

THE TOTAL CYCLE TIME PER
DELIVERY PER VEHICLE
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems
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Tc = delivery cycle time (min/del)
TL = time to load at load station (min)
Ld = distance the vehicle travels
between load and unload station (m,
ft)
vc = carrier velocity (m/min, ft/min)
TU = time to unload at unload station
(min)
Le = distance the vehicle travels empty
until the start of the next delivery
cycle (m, ft)
ve = empty vehicle velocity (m/min,
ft/min)
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Tc  TL 
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Ld
L
 TU  e
vc
ve
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems






Tc (slide 126) must be considered an ideal value, because
it ignores any time losses due to reliability problems,
traffic congestion, and other factors that may slow down
a delivery.
In addition, not all delivery cycles are the same.
Originations and destinations may be different from one
delivery to the next, which will affect the Ld and Le terms
in preceding equation.
Accordingly, these terms are considered to be average
values for the population of loaded and empty distances
travelled by the vehicle during the course of a shift or
other period of analysis.
127
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems

The hourly rate of deliveries per vehicle is 60 min divided
by the delivery cycle time Tc, adjusting for any time losses
during the hour.
The possible time losses include: (1) availability, (2) traffic
congestion, and (3) efficiency of manual drivers in the case
of manually operated trucks.
Availability (symbolized A) is a reliability factor defined as
the proportion of total shift time that the vehicle is
operational and not broken down or being repaired
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems







For system based on industrial trucks, including both hand
trucks and powered trucks that are operated by human
workers, traffic congestion is probably not the main cause
of the low operating performance sometimes observed in
these systems.
Their performance is very dependent on the work
efficiency of the operators who drive the trucks.
Let us define efficiency here as the actual work rate of
the human operator relative to work rate expected
under standard or normal performance.
Let E symbolize the worker efficiency.
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems



129

The delivery cycle time can be used to determine certain
parameters of interest in the vehicle-based transport
system.
Let us make use of Tc to determine two parameters: (1)
rate of deliveries per vehicle and (2) number of vehicles
required to satisfy a specified total delivery requirement.
We will base our analysis on hourly rates and
requirements; however, the equations can readily be
adapted for other periods.

To deal with time losses due to traffic congestion, let us define the traffic
factor Tf as a parameter for estimating the effect of these losses on system
performance.
Sources of inefficiency accounted for by the traffic factor include waiting at
intersections, blocking of vehicles (as in an AVGs), and waiting in a queue at
load/unload stations.
If there is no blocking of vehicles, then Tf = 1.0. As blocking increases, the
value of Tf decreases.
Blocking, waiting at intersections, and vehicles waiting in line at load/unload
stations are affected by the number of vehicles in the system relative to the
size of the layout.
If there is only one vehicle in the system, little or no blocking should occur,
and the traffic factor will be very close to 1.0.
For systems with many vehicles, there will be more instances of blocking
and congestion, and the traffic factor will take a lower value.
Typical values of traffic factor for an AGVs range between 0.85 and 1.0
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


THE AVAILABLE
TIME PER HOUR PER
VEHICLE as 60 min
adjusted by A, Tf, and E



AT = available time
(min/hr per vehicle)
A = availability
Tf = traffic factor
E = worker efficiency
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems





The parameters A, Tf, and E do not take into account
poor vehicle routing, poor guidepath layout, or poor
management of the vehicles in the system
These factors should be minimized, but if present they are
accounted for in the values of Ld and Le.
We now can write equations for the two performance
parameters of interest.

Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


THE RATE OF
DELIVERIES PER
VEHICLE



Rdv = hourly delivery rate
per vehicle (del/hr per
vehicle)
Tc = delivery cycle time
(slide 126)
AT = the available time in
1 hr with adjustments for
time losses (min/hr)
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems




The total number of vehicles (trucks, AGVs, trolleys, carts,
etc.) needed to satisfy a specified total delivery schedule
Rf in the system can be estimated by first calculating the
total workload required and then dividing by the available
time per vehicle.
Workload is defined as the total amount of work,
expressed in terms of time, that must be accomplished by
the material transport system in 1 hr.

135
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THE NUMBER OF
VEHICLES
REQUIRED



nc = number of carriers
required
WL = workload (min/hr)
AT = available time per
vehicle (min/hr per
vehicle)
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nc 
AT
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


WORKLOAD



WL = workload (min/hr)
Rf = specified flow rate of
total deliveries per hour
for the system (del/hr)
Tc = delivery cycle time
(min/del)
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems
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AT
Rdv 
Tc
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems


THE NUMBER OF
VEHICLES
REQUIRED



nc = number of carriers
required
Rf = total delivery
requirements in the
system (del/hr)
Rdv = delivery rate per
vehicle (del/hr per vehicle)
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems









Although the traffic factor accounts for delays experienced by
the vehicles, it does not include delays encountered by a
load/unload station that must wait for the arrival of a vehicle.
Because of the random nature of the load/unload demands,
workstations are likely to experience waiting time while
vehicles are busy with other deliveries.
the preceding equations do not consider this idle time or its
impact on operating cost
If station idle time is to be minimized, then more vehicles may
be needed than the number indicated by equation (slide 137)
and (slide 138)
Mathematical models based on queuing theory are appropriate
to analyze this more-complex stochastic situation
139
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Analysis of VehicleBased Systems:
Example 1
AGVs loop layout for
Example 1

Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems:
Example 1


Given the AGVs layout shown in Slide 141.Vehicles travel
couterclockwise around the loop to deliver loads from
the load station to the unload station. Loading time at the
load station = 0.75 min, and unloading time at the unload
station = 0.50 min. It is desired to determine how many
vehicles are required to satisfy demand for this layout if
total of 40 del/hr must be completed by the AGVs. The
following performance parameters are given: vehicle
velocity = 50 m/min, availability = 0.95, traffic factor =
0.90, and operator efficiency does not apply, so E = 1.0.
Determine (a) travel distances loaded and empty, (b) ideal
delivery cycle time, and (c) number of vehicles required
to satisfy the delivery demand.
140
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems:
Example 1
travel distances loaded and empty

a)

Ld = 110 m
Le = 80 m

a)
b)
Unld = unload

ideal delivery cycle time

b)

Man = manual operation
Dimensions in meters (m)

Tc = 5.05 min

a)

number of vehicles required to satisfy the delivery
demand

c)
a)
b)
c)
d)

141
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems:
Example 2


Suatu sistem AGV akan digunakan untuk memenuhi aliran
material dalam Diagram Dari-Ke pada tabel berikut, yang
menunjukkan pengiriman per jam antara stasiun (sebelum
garis miring) dan jarak dalam meter di antara stasiun
(setelah garis miring). Gerakan dengan indikasi “L” adalah
perjalanan kereta dengan beban (Loaded), sementara “E”
menandakan pergerakan kereta saat kosong (Empty).
Faktor lalu-lintas diasumsikan bernilai 0.9. Asumsikan
ketersediaan A = 0.95. Kecepatan AGV = 0.8 m/detik.
Apabila waktu penanganan beban tiap penyerahan = 1.5
menit, tentukan berapa jumlah kereta yang diperlukan
untuk memenuhi pengiriman seperti yang ditunjukkan
dalam tabel per jam?
143
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AT = 51.3 min/hr per vehicle
WL = 202 min/hr
Rdv = 10.158 del/hr
nc = 3.94 = 4 vehicles

142
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Analysis of Vehicle-Based Systems:
Example 2
Ke

Dari

144

1
2
3
4

1
0/0
7E/80
4E/110
9E/80

2
10L/80
0/0
0/NA
0/NA

3
4L/110
0/NA
0/0
0/NA
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3L/70
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors

Conveyor Analysis


Three basic types of conveyor operations:





Single direction conveyors
Continuous loop conveyors
Recirculating conveyors
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THE TIME REQUIRED
TO MOVE MATERIALS
FROM LOAD STATION
TO UNLOAD STATION
(assuming the conveyor
operates at a constant
speed)



Td = delivery time (min)
Ld = length of conveyor
between load and unload
stations (m, ft)
vc = conveyor velocity
(m/min, ft/min)
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors




The flow rate of materials on the conveyor is determined
by the rate of loading at the load station.
The loading rate is limited by the reciprocal of the time
required to load the materials.
Given the conveyor speed, the loading rate establishes
the spacing of materials on the conveyor.
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THE FLOW RATE OF
MATERIALS



Rf = material flow rate
(parts/min)
RL = loading rate
(parts/min)
sc = center-to-center
spacing of materials on the
conveyor (m/part, ft/part)
TL = loading time
(min/part)
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Td 
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors

Single-Direction Conveyor

147

Consider the case of a single direction powered conveyor
with one load station at the upstream end and one
unload station at the downstream end as in (Slide 147).
Materials are loaded at one end and unloaded at the
other.
The materials may be parts, cartons, pallet loads, or other
unit loads.

150

R f  RL 
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors






One might be tempted to think that the loading rate RL is
the reciprocal of the loading time TL. However, RL is set by
the flow rate requirement Rf, while TL is determined by
ergonomic factors.
The worker who loads the conveyor may be capable of
performing the loading task at a rate that is faster than
the required flow rate.
On the other hand, the flow rate requirement cannot be
set faster than it is humanly possible to perform the
loading task.
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An additional requirement for
loading and unloading is that
the time required to unload
the conveyor must be equal to
or less than the loading time



TU = unloading time (min/part)



If unloading requires more time
than loading, then unremoved
loads may accumulate or be
dumped onto the floor at the
downstream end of the
conveyor
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors


Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors

We are using parts as the material in (slide 150) and
(slide 152), but the relationships apply to other unit loads
as well
The advantages of the unit load principle can be
demonstrated by transporting np parts in a carrier rather
than a single part
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THE FLOW RATE OF
MATERIALS



Rf = flow rate (parts/min)
np = number of parts per
carrier
sc = center-to-center
spacing of carriers on the
conveyor (m/carrier,
ft/carrier)
TL = loading time per
carrier (min/carrier)
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors





The flow rate of parts transported by the conveyor is
potentially much greater in this case
However, loading time is still a limitation, and TL may
consist of not only the time to load the carrier onto the
conveyor but also the time to load parts into the carrier
The preceding equations must be interpreted and
perhaps adjusted for the given application
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors
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TU  TL
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Rf 

n p vc
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors: Example 3


A roller conveyor follows a pathway 35 m long between a
parts production department and an assembly department.
Velocity of the conveyor is 40 m/min. Parts are loaded into
large tote pans, which are placed onto the conveyor at the
load station in the production department. Two operators
work the loading station.The first worker loads part into tote
pans, which takes 25 sec. each tote pan holds 20 parts. Parts
enter the loading station from production at a rate that is in
balance with this 25-sec cycle. The second worker loads tote
pans onto the conveyor, which takes only 10 sec. Determine:
(a) spacing between tote pans along the conveyor, (b)
maximum possible flow rate in parts/min, and (c) the maximum
time required to unload the tote pan in the assembly
department
156
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Conveyor Analysis: Single Direction
Conveyors: Example 3
spacing between tote pans along the conveyor

a)
a)

Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors


sc = 16.67 m

maximum possible flow rate in parts/min

b)
a)

Rf = 48 parts/min

the maximum time required to unload the tote pan in
the assembly department

c)
a)




TU ≤ 25 sec
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Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors

158
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THE TOTAL TIME
REQUIRED TO
TRAVEL THE
COMPLETE LOOP



Tc = total cycle time (min)
vc = speed of the
conveyor chain (m/min,
ft/min)
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Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors


THE TIME A LOAD
SPENDS IN THE
FORWARD LOOP



Td = delivery time on the
forward loop (min)
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Ld
Td 
vc
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Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors



159

Consider a continuous loop conveyor such as an
overhead trolley in which the pathway is formed by an
endless chain moving in a track loop, and carriers are
suspended from the track and pulled by the chain
The conveyor moves parts in the carriers between a load
station and an unload station
The complete loop is divided into two sections: a delivery
(forward) loop in which the carriers are loaded and a
return loop in which the carriers travel empty (slide 159)
The length of the delivery loop is Ld, and the length of the
return loop is Le
Total length of the conveyor is therefore L = Ld + Le
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L
Tc 
vc
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Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors


The total number of carriers in
the loop (carriers are equally
spaced along the chain at a
distance sc apart)



nc = number of carriers
L = total length of the
conveyor loop (m, ft)
sc = center-to-center distance
between carriers (m/carrier,
ft/carrier)
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The values of nc must be
integer, and so L and sc must be
consistent with that
requirement

L
nc 
sc
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Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors




Each carrier is capable of
holding np parts on the
delivery loop, and it holds
no parts on the return
trip.
Since only those carriers
on the forward loop
contain parts, the
maximum number of parts
in the system at any one
time is given by:
163

Total Parts in System
n p nc Ld

L
Production System



Recall “conveyor operations and features” and the two
problems complicating the operation of a recirculating
conveyor system: (1) the possibility that no empty
carriers are immediately available at the loading station
when needed and (2) the possibility that no loaded
carriers are immediately available at the unloading station
when needed
There are three basic principles that must be obeyed in
designing such a conveyor system (Kwo’s principles):




Speed rule
Capacity constraint
Uniformity principle
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(as in the single direction
conveyor) THE
MAXIMUM FLOW
RATE BETWEEN LOAD
AND UNLOAD
STATION



Rf = parts per minute
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors


Conveyor Analysis: Continuous Loop
Conveyors

164











RL = required loading rate
(parts/min)
RU = the corresponding
unloading rate
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Speed Rule

The conveyor speed must
satisfy the relationship

n p vc

Production System

sc

This principle states that the operating speed of the
conveyor must be within a certain range
The lower limit of the range is determined by the
required loading and unloading rates at the respective
stations
These rates are dictated by the external systems served
by the conveyor
Let RL and RU represent the required loading and
unloading rates at the two station, respectively

166
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Speed Rule
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Speed Rule

Again, this rate must be
consistent with limitation on
the time it takes to load and
unload the conveyor

n p vc

The upper speed limit is determined by the physical
capabilities of the material handlers to perform the
loading and unloading tasks
Their capabilities are defined by the time required to load
and unload the carriers

 maxRL , RU 
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Speed Rule



TL = time required to load
a carrier (min/carrier)
TU = time required to
unload a carrier

Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Speed Rule


In addition to (slide 167 and 169), another limitation is of
course that the speed must not exceed the technological
limits of the mechanical conveyor itself

1 1 
vc
 min  , 
sc
TL TU 
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Capacity Constraint


The flow rate capacity of the conveyor system must be at
least equal to the flow rate requirement to accommodate
reserve stock and allow for the time elapsed between
loading and unloading due to delivery distance
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Capacity Constraint


In this case, Rf must be
interpreted as a system
specification required of
the recirculating conveyor

n p vc
sc
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Uniformity Principle




This principle states that parts (loads) should be
uniformly distributed throughout the length of the
conveyor, so that there will be no sections of the
conveyor in which every carrier is full while other
sections are virtually empty
The reason for the uniformity principle is to avoid
unusually long waiting times at the load or unload stations
for empty or full carriers (respectively) to arrive
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Conveyor Analysis: Recirculating Conveyors
– Example 4


A recirculating conveyor has a total length of 300 m. Its
speed is 60 m/min, and the spacing of part carriers along
its length is 12 m. Each carrier can hold two parts. The
task time required to load two parts into each carrier is
0.20 min and the unload time is the same. The required
loading and unloading rates are both defined by the
specified flow rate, which is 4 parts/min. Evaluate the
conveyor system design with respect to Kwo’s three
principles
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Storage Systems




Storage System Performance And
Location Strategies

175
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Function – to store materials (e.g., parts, work-in-process,
finished goods) for a period of time and permit retrieval
when required
Used in factories, warehouses, distribution centres,
wholesale dealerships, and retail stores
Important supply chain component
Automation available to improve efficiency
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Types of Materials Typically Stored in
Factory (relate to the product)

Types of Materials Typically Stored in
Factory (relate to the process)

Type

Description

Type

Description

Raw materials

Raw stock to be processed (e.g., bar stock, sheet
metal, plastic moulding compound)

Refuse

Purchased
parts

Parts from vendors to be processed or assembled
(e.g., castings, purchased components)

Chips, swarf, oils, other waste products left over after
processing; these materials must be disposed of,
sometimes using special precautions

Tooling

Work-inprocess

Partially completed parts between processing
operations or parts awaiting assembly

Finished
product

Completed product ready for shipment

Cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, molds, dies, welding wire,
and other tooling used in manufacturing and assembly;
supplies such as helmets, gloves, etc., are usually
included

Spare parts

Rework and
scrap

Parts that are out of specification, either to be
reworked or scrapped

Parts are needed for maintenance and repair of
factory equipment
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Types of Materials Typically Stored in Factory
(relate to overall support of factory operations)

Storage System Performance: Measures

Type



Description

Office supplies Paper, paper forms, writing instruments, and other
items used in support of plant office
Plant records

Records on product, equipment, and personnel
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Storage capacity - two measures:
Total volumetric space
Total number of storage compartments (e.g., unit loads)

Storage density - volumetric space available for storage relative
to total volumetric space in facility
Accessibility - capability to access any item in storage
System throughput - hourly rate of storage/retrieval
transactions
Utilization - the proportion of time that the system is actually
being used for performing storage and retrieval operations
compared with the time it is available
Availability (reliability) – the proportion of time that the
system is capable of operating (not broken down) compared
with the normally scheduled shift hours
180
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Storage System Performance: System
Throughput




System throughput is limited by the time to perform a
S/R transaction
Elements of storage transaction:







Pick up load at input station
Travel to storage location
Place load into storage location
Travel back to input station
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Storage Location Strategies





Incoming items are stored in any available location
Usually means nearest available open location

Dedicated storage –
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Less total space is required in a storage system that uses
a randomized storage strategy




Items stored in item number sequence
Items stored according to activity level
Items stored according to activity-to-space ratios

Dedicated storage requires space for maximum inventory level
of each item

184



The most active items can be located near the input/output
point
Compromise: Class-based dedicated storage
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Storage type
Bulk storage

Rack systems

Items divided into classes according to activity level
Random storage strategy used within each class
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Types of Storage Equipment and Methods

Higher throughput rates are achieved in a system that
uses dedicated storage strategy based on activity level
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Typical bases for deciding locations:



Comparison of Storage Strategies



Production System

Incoming items are assigned to specific locations in the storage
facility
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Storage Location Strategies

Randomized storage –






The sum of the element times is the transaction time that
determines throughput of the storage system
Throughput can sometimes be increased by combining
storage and retrieval transactions in one cycle, thus
reducing travel time; this is called a dual command cycle
When either a storage and a retrieval transaction alone is
performed in the cycle, it is called a single command cycle

Travel to storage location
Pick item from storage
Travel to output station
Unload at output station

181





Elements of retrieval transaction:




Storage System Performance: System
Throughput
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Advantage/
Disadvantage
•Highest density is
possible
•Low accessibility
•Low possible
cost/square foot
•Low cost
•Good storage
density
•Good accessibility

Typical
application
•Storage of low
turnover, large stock
or large unit load

•Palletized loads in
warehouses
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Types of Storage Equipment and Methods
Storage type
Shelves and bins

Drawer storage

Advantage/
Disadvantage
•Some stock items
not clearly visible

Typical
application
•Storage of
individual,
commodity items in
shelve/bins
•Contents of drawer •Small tools
easily visible
•Small stock items
•Good accessibility •Repair part
•Relatively high cost

187
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Conventional storage methods and
equipment


Bulk storage - storage in an open floor area




Rack systems - structure with racks for pallet loads




Permits vertical stacking of materials

Shelving and bins - horizontal platforms in structural
frame





Problem: achieving proper balance between storage density
and accessibility

Steel shelving comes in standard sizes
Finding items can be a problem

Types of Storage Equipment and Methods
Storage type
Automated storage
systems

Advantage/
Disadvantage
•High throughput
rates
•Computerized
inventory control
system
•Highest cost
equipment
•Automated
material handling
systems

188

Typical
application
•Work in progress
storage
•Final product
warehousing and
distribution center
•Order picking
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Bulk Storage
Bulk storage
arrangements:
(a) high-density bulk
storage provides low
accessibility,
(b) bulk storage with loads
forming rows and
blocks for improved
accessibility

Drawer storage - entire contents of each drawer can
be viewed

189
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Arrangements

190

Pallet Rack System
Pallet loads placed on
racks in multi-rack
structure

191
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(a)

Low cost

(b)

Good storage density

(c)

Good accessibility

192
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shelves and bins

Other Rack System





Cantilever racks
Portable racks
Drive-through racks
Flow-through racks

193
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Some stock item not
clearly invisible
Storage of individual in
shelves or bins
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Drawer Storage
Contents

easily visible
Good accessibility
 Relatively high cost


Automated storage system

Small items (tools, repair
parts, etc.)

195
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Mechanized and automated storage equipment to reduce
the human resources required to operate a storage
facility
Significant investment
Level of automation varies



In mechanized systems, an operator participates in each
storage/retrieval transaction
In highly automated systems, loads are entered or retrieved
under computer control
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Objectives and Reasons for Automating
Storage Operations

Automated storage system
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To increase storage capacity
To increase storage density
To recover factory floor space currently used for WIP
To improve security and reduce pilferage
To reduce labor cost and/or increase productivity
To improve safety
To improve inventory control
To improve stock rotation
To improve customer service
To increase throughput
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Types of Automated Storage System


Automated Storage/Retrieval System (AS/RS)




Differences between an AS/RS and a
Carousel Storage System

Rack system with mechanized or automated crane to
store/retrieve loads

Carousel Storage System


Feature

Basic AS/RS

Storage Structure

Rack system to support pallets Baskets suspended from
or shelf system to support tote overhead conveyor trolleys
bins

Motions

Linear motions of S/R machine

Revolution of overhead
conveyor trolleys around oval
track

Storage/Retrieval
Operation

S/R machine travels to
compartments in rack
structure

Conveyor revolves to bring
baskets to load/unload station

Replication of
Storage Capacity

Multiple aisles, each consisting
of rack structure and S/R
machine

Multiple carousels, each
consisting of oval track and
suspended bins

Oval conveyor system with bins to contain individual items

199
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Basic Carousel Storage
System
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Automated Storage/Retrieval System

Automated Storage/Retrieval
System (AS/RS)

201
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AS/RS

202
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AS/RS Types

Unit load on pallet AS/RS
with one aisle
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Unit load AS/RS - large automated system for pallet loads
Deep-lane AS/RS - uses flow-through racks and fewer
access aisles
Miniload AS/RS - handles small loads contained in bins or
drawers to perform order picking
Man-on-board AS/RS - human operator rides on the
carriage to pick individual items from storage
Automated item retrieval system - picks individual items
Vertical lift storage modules (VLSM) - uses a vertical
aisle rather than a horizontal aisle as in other AS/RS types
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AS/RS Applications


Unit load storage and retrieval








Warehousing and distribution operations
AS/RS types: unit load, deep lane (food industry)
AS/RS types: miniload, man-on-board, item retrieval
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Helps to manage WIP in factory operations
Buffer storage between operations with different production
rates
Supports JIT manufacturing strategy
Kitting of parts for assembly
Production System
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Components and Operating Features of an
AS/RS


Storage structure
S/R machine
Storage modules (e.g., pallets for unit loads)
One or more pickup-and-deposit stations
A control system that required to operate the AS/RS

Production System









x = the depth dimensions of a unit load
y = the width dimensions of a unit load
z = the height of the unit load
W = the width of one aisle of the AS/RS rack structure
L = the length of one aisle of the AS/RS rack structure
H = the height of one aisle of the AS/RS rack structure
a, b, c = allowances designed into each storage
compartment to provide clearance for the unit load and
to account for the size of the supporting beams in the
rack structure
209
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Sizing the AS/RS Rack Structure
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Sizing the AS/RS Rack Structure

Buffer storage in production
Support of just-in-time delivery
Kitting of parts for assembly
Compatible with automatic identification systems
Support of factory-wide automation
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Automated storage systems help to regain control over
WIP
Reasons that justify the installation of automated storage
systems for WIP include


Work-in-process storage






Order picking




AS/RS

ny = number of load compartments along the length of
the aisle
nz = number of load compartments that make up the
height of the aisle
Capacity of the aisle = 2 ny nz
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Sizing the AS/RS Rack Structure


W = 3 (x + a)



L = ny (y + b)



H = nz (z + c)

210
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AS/RS Throughput


AS/RS Throughput: Single Command Cycle

Assumes:
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Randomized storage of loads n the AS/RS (i.e., any
compartment in the storage aisle is equally likely to be selected
for a transaction)
Storage compartments are of equal size
The P & D (pickup-and-deposit) station is located at the base
and end of the aisle
Constant horizontal and vertical speeds of the S/R machine
Simultaneous horizontal and vertical travel
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AS/RS Throughput: Single Command Cycle

Tcs = cycle time of a single command cycle (min/cycle)
L = length of the AS/RS rack structure (m)
vy = velocity of the S/R machine along the length of the
AS/RS (m/min)
H = height of the rack structure (m)
vz = velocity of the S/R machine in the vertical direction
of the AS/RS (m/min)
Tpd = pickup-and-deposit time (min)

212
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AS/RS Throughput: Dual Command Cycle


 0.5L 0.5H 
Tcs  2Max 
,
  2Tpd
vz 
 v y

The S/R machine is assumed to travel to the centre of the
rack structure to deposit a load, and then it travels to ¾
the length and height of the AS/RS to retrieve a load

 L H 
 Max ,   2Tpd
 v y v z 
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AS/RS Throughput: Dual Command Cycle
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1.5L 1.5H 
 Max
,
  4Tpd
v z 
 v y
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AS/RS Throughput


 0.75L 0.75H 
Tcd  2Max 
,
  4Tpd
vz 
 v y
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Rcs = number of single command cycles performed per
hour
Rcd = number of dual command cycles per hour at a
specified or assumed utilization level
U = system utilization
Rc = total S/R cycle rate (cycles/hr)
Rt = the total number of transactions performed per
hour

216
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AS/RS Throughput

Example



The amount of time spent in performing single command
and dual command cycles per hour
Rcs Tcs + Rcd Tcd = 60 U



The total hourly cycle rate
Rc = Rcs + Rcd










The total number of transactions
Rt = Rcs + 2Rcd
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Each aisle of a five-aisle Automated Storage/Retrieval System is to
contain 40 storage compartments in the length direction and eight
compartments in the vertical direction. All storage compartments
will be the same size to accommodate standard size pallets of
dimension: x = 30 in and y = 40 in. The height of a unit load z = 25
in. Using the allowances a = 6 in, b = 8 in, and c = 10 in, determine:
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How many unit loads can be stored in the AS/RS
The width, length, and height of the AS/RS

Consider that an S/R machine is used for each aisle. Suppose
horizontal and vertical speeds of the S/R machine are 250 ft/min and
50 ft/min, respectively.The S/R machine requires 18 sec to
accomplish a pick-and-deposit operation. Find:
The single command and dual command cycle times per aisle
Throughput for the aisle under the assumptions that storage system
utilization = 90% and the numbers of single command and dual
command cycles are equal.

218
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Carousel Storage Systems


Horizontal




Carousel Storage System





Vertical
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Operation is similar to overhead conveyor system used in dry
cleaning establishments
Items are stored in bins suspended from the conveyor
Lengths range between 3 m and 30 m
Horizontal is most common type
Operates around a vertical conveyor loop
Less floor space required, but overhead room must be
provided
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Horizontal Carousel Storage System


Manually operated
horizontal carousel
storage system

223
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Progressive assembly with assembly stations located around
carousel
WIP applications in electronics industry are common

Unique applications



Vertical carousels are
most effective when floor
space is at a minimum and
there is ample overhead
clearance.



Work-in-process







Order picking
Kitting of parts for assembly

Transport and accumulation



Vertical Carousels
consist of a series of
horizontal trays on a
vertical carousel.





Example: time testing of electrical products
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Storage Capacity


C = 2 (L – W) + π W



Total number of bins = nc nb



sc nc = C

16/10/2017

C = circumference of oval conveyor track
L = the length of the track oval
W = the width of the track oval
nb = the number of bins hanging vertically from each
carrier
nc = the number of carriers around the periphery of the
rail
sc = the center-to-center spacing of carriers along the
oval track/carrier spacing (m/carrier)
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Throughput Analysis


Assumptions
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Storage Capacity

Storage and retrieval operations
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Carousel Applications


Vertical Carousels
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Only single command cycles are performed: a bin is accessed in
the carousel either to put items into storage or to retrieve
one or more items from storage
The carousel operates with a constant speed vc: acceleration
and deceleration effects are ignored
Random storage is assumed: that is, any location around the
carousel is equally likely to be selected for an S/R transaction
The carousel can move in either direction
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Throughput Analysis







Throughput Analysis

Tc = S/R cycle time (min)
C = carousel circumference (m)
vc = carousel velocity (m/min)
Tpd = the average time required to pick or deposit items
each cycle by the operator at the load/unload station
(min)

Tc 

Rt  Rc 

The number of transactions accomplished per hour is the
same as the number of cycles

229
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 Tpd
4vc
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60U
Tc
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Example


Suatu sistem penyimpanan carousel tunggal memiliki
suatu rel loop oval dengan ukuran panjang 40 kaki
dan lebar 3 kaki. Delapan kereta pembawa terpasang
dengan jarak sama sepanjang rel oval. Ada 6 kotak
tergantung pada masing-masing pembawa. Setiap
kotak berkapasitas volumetric 1.25 m2. Kecepatan
carousel = 80 kaki/menit. Waktu ambil/simpan ratarata = 25 detik. Tentukan:
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Kapasitas volumetric sistem penyimpanan ini
Laju pengambilan sistem penyimpanan per jam
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Overview of Automatic Identification
Methods

Also known as automatic identification and data capture
(AIDC)
Mengacu pada teknologi yang menyediakan data langsung
dari komputer atau sistem kontrol microposesor tanpa
menggunakan keyboard.
Tidak memerlukan keterlibatan manusia
Pengumpulan data dalam material handling dan sistem
manufaktur
Aplikasi ADC selain dalam pabrik juga mencakup retail
sales, and inventory control, warehousing and distribusi
operation, mail and parcel handling, patient identifikasi in
hospital, check processing in banks and security system.
233
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Automated Data Capture


AUTOMATED DATA CAPTURE
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Terdiri dari 3 prinsip komponen
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Encoded
Machine reader
Decoder
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Overview of Automatic Identification
Methods


Kategori ADC










Optical
Magnetic
Electromagnetic
Smart Card
Touch Techniques
Biometric
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Adalah sebuah barcode alphanumerik (full ASCII) yang memiliki
panjang baris yang bervariasi. Aplikasi barcode jenis code 39
adalah untuk inventory, asset tracking dan digunakan pada
tanda pengenal identitas.

Production System

Adalah suatu barcode alphanumerik (full ASCII) yang memiliki
kerapatan (density) yang sangat tinggi dan panjang baris yang
bervariasi. Barcode code 128 ideal untuk aplikasi seperti
shipping and
warehouse management (pangaturan maskapai pelayaran dan
pengelolaan gudang).
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Barcode Technology:
LINEAR BARCODE (1 D)

Code 39


Production System

Code 128


Barcode Technology:
LINEAR BARCODE (1 D)


Bar code scanner/reader
Bar code printer

236

Proses Input Data lebih cepat,
Proses Input Data lebih tepat,
Proses Input lebih akurat mencari data,
Mengurangi Biaya,
Peningkatan Kinerja Manajemen

237

1 Dimensi (linear)
2 Dimensi

Barcode Technology:
LINEAR BARCODE (1 D)

KEUNTUNGAN:


Kode yang dapat dibaca
Dalam bentuk bar dan spasi
Dua bentuk barcode:


Barcode Technology


Barcode Technology
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Universal product code


240

Adalah sebuah barcode yang berbentuk numerik dan memiliki
panjang baris yang tetap (fixed). UPC digunakan untuk
pelabelan pada produk-produk kecil/eceran (retail product
labeling). Simbol ini dibuat untuk kemudahan pemeriksaan
keaslian suatu produk. Bilangan-bilangan UPC harus
diregistrasikan atau terdaftar di Uniform Code Council.
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Barcode Technology:
LINEAR BARCODE (1 D)

Barcode Technology: Barcode 2 Dimensi


Keuntungan:
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Barcode Technology: Barcode 2 Dimensi
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Barcode Technology


245

Barcode reader/scanner adalah perangkat untuk membaca
kode-kode garis visual barcode. Hanya dengan menyapukan
segaris sinar laser, ia dengan cepat membaca fragmen terang
gelap pada barcode yang tercetak di kertas dengan sangat cepat
dan akurat. Pada perkembangan selanjutnya, sinar laser yang
dipancarkan tidak hanya sebentuk garis saja tapi berupa
kombinasi pola yang rumit sehingga mampu membaca barcode
dari sudut manapun.
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Other ADC Technologies

BARCODE PRINTERS
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BAR CODES SCANNER / READERS
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Barcode Technology
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Kelebihan dalam hal kecepatan, akurasi data dan banyaknya
karakter yang dapat ditampung  dengan kemampuan tampung
sampai 2000 karakter, Barcode 2D cukup untuk mengkodekan
beberapa teks dan file gambar terkompresi.
Barcode 2D juga dapat dicetak di ruang yang lebih kecil.
Kelebihan lainnya, Anda tidak perlu membeli perangkat scanner
khusus untuk Barcode 2D  dengan menginstall aplikasi
pembaca Barcode 2D yang tersedia gratis, kamera pada
handphone Anda bisa Anda sulap menjadi scanner Barcode 2D.



Simbol barcode bisa dihasilkan dengan beragam cara mulai
penandaan langsung (direct marking) atau mencetak dengan ink
jet atau mencetak simbol barcode kedalam label terpisah
(separate label). Printer barcode adalah sebuah peralatan
komputer yang digunakan untuk mencetak label barcode
maupun kartu penanda (tag). Sekali label barcode dicetak maka
akan dapat ditempel pada obyek fisik seperti barang-barang
retail dan perkapalan.
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Radio frequency identification
Magnetic stripes
Optical character recognition
Machine vision

246
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Radio frequency identification


Radio frequency identification

metode identifikasi dengan menggunakan sarana yang
disebut label RFID atau transponder untuk menyimpan
dan mengambil data jarak jauh



terdiri dari dua bagian:


RFID reader



RFID tag atau label
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Radio frequency identification
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Magnetic stripes

16/10/2017

Dilampirkan pada produk yang biasanya digunakan untuk
mengidentifikasi dalam aplikasi gudang dan persediaan
Film plastik yang tipis yang mengandung partikel magnetic
kecil yang dapat digunakan untuk mengkode data menjadi
bentuk film.
Pita warna hitam
Dapat dibaca ataupun ditulis (R/W)
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Optical Character Recognition







Sistem komputer yang dapat membaca huruf, baik yang berasal dari
pencetak maupun tulisan tangan
Metoda pembacaan data oleh scanner optik dan menterjemahkan
data tersebut ke dalam bentuk data biner yang dapat dibaca oleh
komputer.
Mengubah hard copy menjadi softcopy
Pencocokan pola
Dua metode:
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Magnetic stripes



Production System

sebuah benda yang bisa dipasang atau dimasukkan di dalam sebuah
produk, hewan atau bahkan manusia dengan tujuan untuk identifikasi
menggunakan gelombang radio

248
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Membaca kode-kode pada tag
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Matric matching (pencocokan pola karakter dengan data base)
Feture Extruction (mendeteksi karakter dari ruang kosong, garis diagonal,
bentuk yang berpotongan, dan perpotogan garis)

Memudahkan penyortiran surat di kantor pos, pemasukan data di
perpustakaan, mendeteksi tanda tangan, sidik jari
scaner
Pola gambar  kode huruf-huruf berupa angka
252
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Optical Character Recognition

Optical Character Recognition
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Optical Character Recognition
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Machine Vision


Sensing of vision data and its interpretation by a computer

Terdiri atas
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Definisi
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Machine Vision
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Data capture merupakan proses konversi suatu
dokumen (hardcopy) menjadi suatu file gambar
(BMP).
Preprocessing merupakan suatu proses untuk
menghilangkan bagian-bagian yang tidak
diperlukan pada gambar input untuk proses
selanjutnya. contoh preprocessing adalah noise
filtering.
Segmentasi adalah proses memisahkan area
pengamatan (region) pada tiap karakter yg akan
dideteksi.
Normalization adalah proses merubah dimensi
region tiap karakter dan ketebalan karakter.
Dalam OCR algoritma yang digunakan pada
proses ini adalah algoritma scaling dan thinning.
Feature Extraction adalah proses untuk
mengambil ciri-ciri tertentu dari karakter yang
diamati.
Recognition merupakan proses untuk mengenali
karakter yang diamati dengan cara
membandingkan ciri-ciri karakter yang diperoleh
dengan ciri-ciri karakter yang ada pada database.
Postprocessing pada umumnya adalah proses yang
dilakukan pada tahap ini adalah proses koreksi
ejaan sesuai dengan bahasa yang digunakan.

Camera and digitizing hardware
Digital computer
Hardware and software necessary to interface them
(preprocessor)
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Machine Vision

Fungsi di dalam Operasi MV


Terdiri daripada 3 fungsi dalam machine vision
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Fungsi I: Sensing and digitizing image data
Fungsi II: Image processing and analysis
Fungsi III: Application

Setiap fungsi mempunyai kepentingan masing-masing dalam satu
sistem machine vision
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Machine Vision


Machine Vision

Pengenalan Fungsi I























Signal conversion
Image Storage/Frame grabber
Lighting




Memerlukan teknik pencahayaan (lighting) yg istimewa
Frames mengandungi pictures elements/ pixels
Image bagi setiap frame disimpan dan dibawa ke Fungsi ke II
Production System
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Application
Hardware



Teknik dan Aplikasi







Data reduction
Segmentation
Object recognition

fungsi II, sistem machine vision harus dilatih
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Perbandingan teknik ADC dan entri data
menggunakan keyboard

Pengenalan Fungsi III




Computer (processor)
Monitor/keyboard
Stored programs/algorithm

Teknik dan Aplikasi


Machine Vision


Hardware
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Image Processing and Analysis

Camera
Lighting
Frame Grabber

Teknik dan Aplikasi




Pengenalan Fungsi II

Hardware






Sensing and digitizing image data

Robot controller
Inspection
Identification
Visual navigation
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Technique Time
to
Enter

Error
Rate

Equipment Advantage/
Cost
(disadvantages)

Manual
Entry

Slow

High

Low

Low initial cost
Requires human operator
(slow speed)
(High error rate)

Bar code :
1D

Medium Low

Low

High speed
Good flexibility
(low data density)

Bar code :
2D

Medium Low

High

High speed
High data density
(high equipment cost)

Radio
Frequency

Fast

High

Label need not be visible
(expensive labeling)
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Perbandingan teknik ADC dan entri data
menggunakan keyboard
Technique Time
to
Enter
Magnetic
Stripe

Error
Rate

Medium Low

Equipment Advantage/
Cost
(disadvantages)
Medium

Much data can be encode
Data can be changed
(vulnerable to magnetic field)
(Contact required to
reading)

OCR

Medium Mediu
m

Medium

Can be read by humans
(low data density)
(high error rate)

Machine
Vision
Application

Fast

Very high

Equipment expensive
(not suited to general) ADC
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***
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End of This Chapter
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